Presentation Summary

Introduction

When Tom Clancy wrote the Hunt For Red October, many members of the military and intelligence communities wondered how he had gotten so many of the details correct. Clancy responded that in addition to interviewing ex-Navy nukes, he'd pieced together information about submarine systems from publicly available materials such as articles from the Washington Post and Aviation Week and Space Technology. Open source information has become even more accessible with advancing technology and high speed networks like the Internet.
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The Internet offers researchers additional sources of information not easily available from traditional sources such as print volumes or commercial databases. Internet tools such as email and ftp speed up the way researchers communicate and transmit data. Mosaic, one of the newest additions to the Internet toolbox, allows users to combine tools such as ftp (file transfer protocol), gopher, WAIS (Wide Area Information Server), and WWW (World Wide Web) with multimedia capabilities. Mosaic has quickly become a popular means of making information available on the Internet because it is versatile and easily customizable.

What's In It For Me?

Many universities, governments, societies, and companies found a distribution point for their information on the Internet. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), for example, offers a number of its popular resources through gopher, ftp, and mosaic, including shuttle information, program descriptions, astronaut biographies, and images of the Shoemaker-Levy comets' impact on Jupiter. The Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) has made financial information like 10Ks and other SEC filings from publicly-traded companies available through it's the EDGAR database. In an effort to consolidate federal resources, a site called FedWorld serves as a launching point for locating government information.
The Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries (CARL) provides wonderful resources for Internet researchers through its REVEAL and UNCOVER services. The UNCOVER database provides tables of contents and searchable article titles for journals in a variety of subject areas. REVEAL is the mechanism for setting up email-based current awareness services for new issues of journals. The database and REVEAL service are free and provide access to UNCOVER, the article delivery service offered by CARL.

How To Find Sources

A number of attempts have been made to produce meta-indexes of Internet information. Recent versions of the Mosaic software have the Meta-Index option under the Navigate Window. One excellent finding aid is the Clearinghouse for Subject-Oriented Internet Resource Guides at the University of Michigan. Pathfinders are produced by volunteers in their subject area and posted at the site for the world to use. The resource lists point researchers to web sites, gophers, and other Internet sources for information. Another subject listing for the Internet can be found at CERN. CERN also offers a listing of WWW sites by country, which can be an invaluable resource to those just beginning to examine Internet resources in specific geographic areas.

Keeping Up With New Sources

The challenge of effectively using the Internet for research is trying to keep up with what's out there. The National Center for Supercomputing Application's (NCSA's) Starting Points includes a What's New page that's worth browsing once a week for new items of interest. Another resource for finding new resources on a certain topic are newsgroups or listservs where contributors often submit tidbits about new sites. Many journals such as Technology Transfer Business or Library Journal also offer an information page or regular column on Internet items of interest.

Non-Internet Sources

The Internet, while an excellent tool for research, does not offer a comprehensive search for open source literature. A number of commercial databases and gateways offer valuable, international open source information. Dialog, Nexis, Newsnet, DataStar, and Datatimes all include foreign source
information such as China Daily, Nikkei Weekly, Africa Intelligence Report, and Kompass Europe. The information offered in these databases can be invaluable to a researcher and should not be ignored simply because the data costs money.

Tailoring Your Research

A comprehensive search of open source literature might be one along the following lines: a researcher would begin by consulting the Internet for free or unusual information. Bookmarks and Hotlists would be built so that relevant sites can be revisited with minimal effort. A search of the Internet would include browsing subject-relevant sites as well as searching CARL's UNCOVER for articles. The researcher could set up a REVEAL to help her stay aware of the happenings in her field of research. Perhaps the researcher would search the archives of listservs or newsgroups in the subject field to find names of contacts or other interesting sites to browse. Thus armed with keywords, organizations, and potential authors, a researcher could then select the commercial gateways and databases offering the best coverage of her topic. Dial-up bulletin boards would also be browsed for information. Upon completing all of this research, the searcher would write up a report of the methodology (as a reminder to herself), analyze the information, and submit the findings via email to the client.

Conclusion

The Internet offers researchers an additional tool for finding open source information and should be used to supplement current retrieval tools being used to gather data. Ignoring the Internet, print sources, or commercial databases places a researcher at risk of missing vital information. No one source, not even the much-touted Information Superhighway, can offer it all. Effective researchers learn to use multiple sources and media to glean the best information.
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